








From: Frank Sandner
To: comments@CardinalHickoryCreekEIS.us
Subject: Cardinal Hickory Creek Comment
Date: Friday, December 09, 2016 11:41:13 AM

Dear Environmental Scoping staff person:

Thank you for your unheralded but important work of collecting my 
input for inclusion in the Environmental Impact Statement for a 
proposed high capacity transmission line that would span 125 miles 
across the driftless region of southwest Wisconsin from Madison to 
Dubuque IA.

I examined the letter to EIS staff at Rural Utility Service  < http://
bit.ly/Ltr-Debt >  from local governments and environmental groups 
requesting that non-transmission alternatives be thoroughly studied.

I take this opportunity to reinforce this request, personally, 
because I am concerned about rising energy costs. Wisconsin already 
has the highest electricity cost in the Mid-west.

I prefer investments in end-user improvements like energy efficiency 
over investments that increased dependency on utilities and create 
long-term debt.

I realize that my comments can be included in the federal level  
Environmental Impact Statement and that I can submit additional 
requests up to January 6, 2017.

You may use my email address to notify me when the draft statement is 
available.

Signed:

Frank Sandner



From: Frank Sandner
To: comments@CardinalHickoryCreekEIS.us
Subject: EIS Comment
Date: Friday, December 09, 2016 11:41:37 AM

Dear Environmental Scoping Staff Person:

Thank you for your unheralded but important work of collecting input for inclusion in the 
Environmental Impact Statement for a proposed high capacity transmission line that would 
span 125 miles across the driftless region of southwest Wisconsin from Madison to Dubuque 
IA.

I examined the letter to EIS staff at Rural Utility Service  < http://bit.ly/Ltr-ProtectLand >  
from local governments and environmental groups requesting that non-transmission 
alternatives be thoroughly studied to including energy efficiency, modern load management 
and use of community solar to prolong the life span of transmission facilities.  

I take this opportunity to reinforce this request, personally, because I am oppose all high 
voltage transmission options as they would inherently detract from the natural environment 
and local economies. Should any electrical need be determined, I support a blend of minimal 
impact alternatives such as targeted-energy efficiency, modern load management and 
distributed generation including solar support at existing substations.

I realize that my comments can be included in the federal level  Environmental Impact 
Statement and that I can submit additional requests up to January 6, 2017.

You may use my email address to notify me when the draft statement is available.

Signed:

Frank Sandner













From: Jack Sayre
To: comments@cardinalhickorycreekeis.us
Subject: Cardinal-Hickory Creek comments
Date: Friday, January 06, 2017 6:33:33 PM
Attachments: EIS- comments_Jack_Sayre.pdf

January 5, 2017
SWCA Environmental Consultants 
Attn  Cardinal-Hickory Creek EIS
200 Bursca Dr.
Suite 207
Bridgeville, PA  15017

Suffice to say that my commitment to the driftless area is directly relatable to my 
commitment to what is good for humans, animals, and natural processes in general.  

I own a 3-acre piece of land near Highland that is completely within the proposed 
Northern corridor of the Cardinal-Hickory Creek transmission line.  The construction 
of this line will most certainly degrade the landscape, property value, natural habitats, 
and the livelihood for myself and farming neighbors.  One neighbor breeds horses 
and cattle (as do several others), another has restored a 5 acre prairie by hand as he 
has also built his dream home.  My land is part of an enclave of small plots that 
consist of nine properties, some of which will be completely ruined by the proposed 
corridor, while others that will be degraded in their presence.  

An easement for this transmission line through my property would effectively 
eviscerate it, end my own use and plans for it, and render my investment null - stolen 
by a for profit company (ATC).  

I oppose the Cardinal-Hickory Creek Transmission line for so many reasons.  But 
since I am only to speak to environmental concerns in this letter, I will….

1. My plans for this land are to restore it to a fully native ecosystem.
2. The transmission line will both negate my plans and instead do the opposite via 

clearcutting and herbicidal control of the corridor.  
3. The transmission line will negatively affect the visual environment and likely 

dissuade tourism in the area accordingly.
4. The easement will continue just due West of my land and then loom directly 

over Otter Creek as it makes its way South toward Blackhawk Lake. I expect 
similar chemical corruption in the corridor to negatively impact this wonderful 
trout stream.

5. The bigger issue pertains to the onslaught of this and so many other energy 
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January 5, 2017 
SWCA Environmental Consultants  
Attn  Cardinal-Hickory Creek EIS 
200 Bursca Dr. 
Suite 207 
Bridgeville, PA  15017 
 
 
 
Suffice to say that my commitment to the driftless area is directly relatable to my 
commitment to what is good for humans, animals, and natural processes in general.  
 
I own a 3-acre piece of land near Highland that is completely within the proposed 
Northern corridor of the Cardinal-Hickory Creek transmission line.  The construction of 
this line will most certainly degrade the landscape, property value, natural habitats, and 
the livelihood for myself and farming neighbors.  One neighbor breeds horses and cattle 
(as do several others), another has restored a 5 acre prairie by hand as he has also 
built his dream home.  My land is part of an enclave of small plots that consist of nine 
properties, some of which will be completely ruined by the proposed corridor, while 
others that will be degraded in their presence.  
 
An easement for this transmission line through my property would effectively eviscerate 
it, end my own use and plans for it, and render my investment null - stolen by a for profit 
company (ATC).  
 
I oppose the Cardinal-Hickory Creek Transmission line for so many reasons.  But since 
I am only to speak to environmental concerns in this letter, I will…. 
 


1.  My plans for this land are to restore it to a fully native ecosystem. 
2. The transmission line will both negate my plans and instead do the opposite via 


clearcutting and herbicidal control of the corridor.  
3. The transmission line will negatively affect the visual environment and likely 


dissuade tourism in the area accordingly. 
4. The easement will continue just due West of my land and then loom directly over 


Otter Creek as it makes its way South toward Blackhawk Lake. I expect similar 
chemical corruption in the corridor to negatively impact this wonderful trout 
stream. 


5. The bigger issue pertains to the onslaught of this and so many other energy 
“infrastructure” projects in the state - 7 already existing transmission line 







corridors in the last decade spiraling from Madison in all directions, oil pipelines 
and high-capacity additions to existing pipelines, Frac sand mines literally 
destroying the driftless area (pumping our hills deep underground in other states 
and then burning the product of into nothing), increased transport of oil and sand 
throughout the state exposing risks of contamination and public health.  And 
these are just the energy projects (I also reference CAFO’s and their 
groundwater depleting/poisoning results).  


 
I am not an “environmentalist” per se but am not stupid.  Energy corporations are 
running roughshod over people’s very existences, homes, communities, and so on.  At 
what point was it decided that common Americans are relegated to live and sacrifice 
their well being to live underneath the armature of corporate profit taking? 
 
There are other means to an energy future that is clean, responsive to, and employing 
of local communities - renewable distributed energy.  We are now at a point in 
technology where we can actually prosper at the local level provided we say “No” to a 
dirty energy infrastructure that is heavy handedly forcing a fossil fuel based 
infrastructure paid for by the people who live amongst the pipelines and towers but are 
not direct recipients of it’s “beauty”. The beauty of profits for some at the expense of 
others who will lose their lands and environment.  Let’s believe in America once again 
and let hard working people keep what they have worked for.  But moreso, employ 
American tenacity and ingenuity and build infrastructure that takes a longer view that 
preserves vital resources (water, land, flora, and fauna) rather than reward the special 
interest suggestion that we can’t.  
 
I oppose the Cardinal-Hickory Creek transmission line completely. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Jack Sayre 
 







“infrastructure” projects in the state - 7 already existing transmission line 
corridors in the last decade spiraling from Madison in all directions, oil pipelines 
and high-capacity additions to existing pipelines, Frac sand mines literally 
destroying the driftless area (pumping our hills deep underground in other states 
and then burning the product of into nothing), increased transport of oil and 
sand throughout the state exposing risks of contamination and public health.  
And these are just the energy projects (I also reference CAFO’s and their 
groundwater depleting/poisoning results). 

I am not an “environmentalist” per se but am not stupid. Energy corporations are 
running roughshod over people’s very existences, homes, communities, and so on.  
At what point was it decided that common Americans are relegated to live and 
sacrifice their well being to live underneath the armature of corporate profit taking?

There are other means to an energy future that is clean, responsive to, and 
employing of local communities - renewable distributed energy.  We are now at a 
point in technology where we can actually prosper at the local level provided we say 
“No” to a dirty energy infrastructure that is heavy handedly forcing a fossil fuel based 
infrastructure paid for by the people who live amongst the pipelines and towers but 
are not direct recipients of it’s “beauty”. The beauty of profits for some at the expense 
of others who will lose their lands and environment.  Let’s believe in America once 
again and let hard working people keep what they have worked for.  But moreso, 
employ American tenacity and ingenuity and build infrastructure that takes a longer 
view that preserves vital resources (water, land, flora, and fauna) rather than reward 
the special interest suggestion that we can’t.  

I oppose the Cardinal-Hickory Creek transmission line completely.

Sincerely,

Jack Sayre
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